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Abstract--Explicit  expressions for two-dimensional (2D) Green's functions in piezoelectric crys- 
tals of general anisotropy are derived. The Green's functions are used to produce the general solution 
for 2D problems in piezoelectric media. Evaluation for degenerate materials i also discussed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Piezoelectric rystals are a special kind of anisotropic solid that produces dielectric polarization 
when elastically deformed. This electroelastic interaction has found many important applications, 
such as in electromechanical transducers, microphones, quartz (Si02) stabilized oscillators, SAW 
(surface acoustic wave devices), etc. [1,2]. These practical applications of piezoelectric materials 
have generated the need for a systematic development of electroelastric mechanics [3-13]. 
In this paper, we shall derive 2D Green's functions for piezoelectric rystals of general 
anisotropy; then we use these Green's functions to obtain a general solution which is capable 
of solving a large group of boundary value problems. The general solution has the same mathe- 
matical structure as Stroh's formalism for 2D elastostatics in anisotropic solids, and thus it can 
be considered as an extension of Stroh's formalism to include the interaction between electricity 
and elasticity. Stroh's formalism is well studied [14-19]. In that respect, the essence of this paper 
is by no means original. However, the method is fresh; the results are given in a new and readily 
applicable form, and derivations for degenerate materials are given. The results presented in this 
paper should be useful for numerical computations as well as future analytical developments. 
2. REV IEW OF GOVERNING EQUATIONS 
Consider a homogeneous linearly piezoelectric solid in a fixed rectangular coordinate system 
.r~ (i = 1, 2, 3); and consider a 2D electroelastic problem defined in the (xl, x2)-plane. To facilitate 
the notations, in this paper, we employ three different suffix notations. An uppercase Roman 
suffix takes the value of 1, 2, 3, 4, and a lowercase Roman suffix takes the values of 1, 2, and 3, 
while a Greek suffix takes the values of 1 and 2 only. The summation convention is applied 
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over the range of the suffixes. 2D vectors in the (xl, x2)-plane are expressed by boldface letters. 
Derivative with respect o xn is written as v0 n or ('),n. 
The electroelastic fields are governed by the equations 
Cnijf~Uj,a~(X ) ~'- ein/3~,a/3(X ) = 0, (la) 
ej~Uj,nZ(X) - aaZ~,aZ(x) = 0, (lb) 
in terms of the mechanical displacement vector uj and the electric potential ~. The corresponding 
mechanical stress tensor gin and the electric displacement vector Di are determined by 
ai~(x) = cnij~uj,~(x) + ei,z~,f~(x), (2a) 
D~ (x) -- e2~uj,z(x ) - ~n~,~(x) .  (25) 
Here, we have ignored ai3 and D3 because they are irrelevant in most 2D problems defined in 
the (Xl,X2)-plane. The elastic moduli Cijpq, the piezoelectric moduli eijk, and the dielectric 
permittivity ~ij satisfy the following symmentries: 
Cijpq : ejipq : Cijqp : Cpqij, eijk = ejik, and niy = ~j~. (3) 
We also know that Cijpq and aij are positive definite, i.e., 
Cijpql/ijl]pq > O, and gijdidj > 0 (4) 
for any nonzero real-valued vii and di (see [20]). 
Equations (1),(2) can be written in the compact form 
rij(O1, O~)Ua(x) = 0, (5) 
EnI(x) = Enlj~Uj, z(x), (6) 
where 
and 
~nI  ---~ ( CrnI I = 1, 2, 3, 
Dn I = 4, (7) 
[ 
Uj =~uj  J=i,2,3, (8) 
( ¢ J=4,  
I CnlgB I ,  J = 1, 2, 3, 
Eo~IJ~ ---- eJnfl I = 4, J = 1,2, 3, (9) 
eln~ J=4,  I=1,2 ,3 ,  
-anZ I= J=4,  
r i j (01,02)  = En~J~OnO~. (i0) 
The aim of this paper is to obtain the general solution of (5),(6). In doing so, we follow the 
approach of Wang [19]: derive the Green's functions of (5) first, and then use these Green's 
functions to produce the general solution. 
3. GREEN'S FUNCTIONS 
Denoted by GJK(X), the Green's function is defined as the solution of 
r , j (01,02)  G jg (x )  = --~jKS(x) (li) 
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where ~Jg is the Kronecker delta and 6(x) the delta function. In physical terms, Gjt<(x) has 
the following interpretations: 
Gjk(x):  the elastic displacement at x in the xj-direction due to a line force at x = 0 in 
the xk-direction; 
Gj4(x): the elastic displacement at x in the xj-direction due to a line charge at x = 0; 
G4k(x): the electric potential at x due to a line force at x = 0 in the xk-direction; and 
G44(x): the electric potential at x due to a line charge at x = 0. 
The starting point of the derivation is the use of the following equalities: 
Re / ?  1og(xl + 7X2) d7 = ~-~Aloglxl = ~5(x) (12) A 
2fr2 o~ 1 + 72 
where A = 02 + 02 is the Laplace operator. The first equality can be obtained by carrying out 
the integration using Cauchy's residue theorem. The second equality is well known and can be 
found in many texts on the Laplace operator. As usual, Re and Im indicate the real and the 
imaginary part of a complex value. Now, observe that 
01f (x, + 7x2) = / (Xl ~- 77x2) and 02f (xl + 7x2) = 77/(xl + ~7x2) (13) 
where an over dot denotes differentiation with respect o the argument. It follows that 
/? /? F i j  (01,02) Fj~< (1, 7) log (xl + 7x2) dq = gIK A Iog(xl + 7/X2) _~ 1 + v 2 d7 (14) 
where Fa~c(1, 7) is the inverse matrix of 
FIj (1,7/) = EaIjBSc~S~ at sl = 1, s2 = 7. (15) 
We may write 
Fzj (1, 7) = Lzj72 + (Mxj + ML) 7 + N~j, (16) 
with 
Lzj :- E2ij2, MIj = E2IJ1, and NI j  = Eli J1. (17) 
Here MITj is the transpose of MIj. By virtue of (3) and (4) we can show that the 4 × 4 matrix 
F I j  (1, 7) is symmetric and invertible [21]. Therefore F j~ (1, 7) is well defined. 
It follows from (14) and (12) that (11) is satisfied by 
-Re  ~_~ 
Gig (x) -- ~-~ Fj~( (1, 7)log (x, + ~lX2) aT. (18) 
OO 
We may write Fj~< (1,7) explicitly as 
AjK (7) (19) 
Fj~<(1,7) = D(7) ' 
where 
AgE (~/) = adj [Fjz< (1, 7)], and D (7) = det [Fjz< (1,7/)]. (20) 
Hence 
,.-x~j_ AjK (7) log (Xl +7x2) dT. (21) cj~<(x)= ~ ~ D(7) 
We can see that D (7) and AjK (7) are polynomial functions of 7 of order eight and six, 
-1 (1,7) is well defined, D (7) cannot be zero for real ~/. We also know that respectively. Since F j K
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a polynomial of order N with real coefficients has N roots, and if a + ib is a root, a - ib must 
also be a root. Consequently, there are four roots satisfying 
D (Vm) = 0 (22) 
with 
and we may write 
Im(~m) > 0 (m = 1,2,3,4), (23) 
8 4 
D (r]) = E ak~k = as f l  (7 - ~m)(-~m) • (24) 
k=0 m=l 
Here, ~m are the conjugate of r/m and ak are the coefficients of the polynomial D (r/). 
The integral (21) can be expressed in terms of the residues of poles located at 7/= rlm. If all r/m 
are distinct simple poles, the result is 
Im ~ FAJK(?lm)1og(zm)] 
ajK = T L ~  'm=l  
(25) 
where 
Zm = xl + 7/rex2. (26) 
Cases of multiple poles will be discussed in Section 5. In (25) and subsequently, the following 
notation is used: 
o9. f  (~/m) = [°f('7)l (27) 
k 0v J (at ~/----?/m) 
4. GENERAL FORMALISM 
Once the Green's function in the form of (25) is known, a general solution of similar form can 
be easily derived. To show this, let us consider the integral representation 
Uj (x) ----- Jfs GJK (X - y) OK (y) dy (28) 
where eK (y) are arbitrary functions with a compact support S in the 2D space R 2. It is known 
that (28) yields the general form for the solution of 
x•S  (SUS=R2) .  (29) r i j  (01,0:) Uj (x) = 0, 
Now, substitute (25) into (28) and set 
We obtain 
FK (Zm) = fS log (Zm -- Yl -- ~mY2) OK (y) dy. 
U j (x )= Im ~ [AJKOTm) ] 
T L~ Fg(Zm) • 
"m= l
Clearly the complex form 
U j (x )= 1 ~ [AgK(Tlm) ] 
rrt~l 
also satisfies (29). In this respect, (32) defines the general solution of (5). 
(30) 
(31) 
(32) 
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We may determine Eai  by use of (6) and (32). The result is 
1 ~ [(EcdJl+EalJ2rlrn)AdK(7]m ) FK(Zm)]. 
Eo~I = 7r O~D(7]~) 
It is, however, expedient to introduce the vector potential 
~I "~-1~--~ [BIK(7]rn) ] 
m=l 
where 
(33) 
(34) 
- I~MT BIK(7]m) = (LlJT]m + MIj)AjK(7]rn) = --rim [ ij?~rn + NIj)AJK(7]m ). (35) 
Eli = -02~I, and E2z = OlOI. (36) 
Then, we have 
Thus, 
Enl = nc~EaI = --n102Oi + n201~i = sa~I,a =-- Os~I, (37) 
where n is the unit normal vector to a plane curve with tangent vector s. Equation (37) can be 
very useful in solving boundary value problems, as is a similar formula in Stroh's formalism [15]. 
To prove (34)-(36), we note as direct consequence of (16), (20), and (22) that 
FIjO?m)AjK(7]m) = [L;jT]~ + (Mtj + MTj ) 7]m + N;j] AjK(7]m) = 6;gD(7]m) = 0. (38) 
Hence 
(LiyT]m + Mzg) AjK (rlr~) = _7]~1 (M~jT].~ + Nm) AjK (7]m) • (39) 
It is then easy to see that 
~all ~ __I 
7r 
rr~=l 
1 ~-~ 
7C 
ri~=i 
4 
_-- __-1 E 02 
7r 
m=l  
=-02~;  (x) 
(Eli J1 + EllJ2rlm) AjK (rim) FK (zm)] 
OnD (7]m) 
T + NIj) Aj : (Vm) 
7]. O,D (7]m) 
( m)FK 
OvD (7]m) 
02FK (zm)] 
[from (33)] 
[from (17) and (13)] 
[from (35)] 
[from (34)], 
Similarly, E2z = 01q~z can be derived. Equations (32), (34) and (37) embody the general formal- 
ism of 2D piezoelectricity. Using the mathematical techniques developed in 2D elastostaties, this 
general formalism can be used to solve a large group of problems. 
5. DEGENERATE MATERIALS  
So far we have assumed that all 7]m are distinct simple poles; i.e., 711 # 'r]2 ~= 713 ¢; 714. For 
certain materials, the 7].~ determined by (22) and (23) may be multiple poles. Possible cases are 
711 ~ 7]2 ~ 7]3 : 7]4, 711 ~: 7]2 = 713 : 7/4, and 711 = 7]2 = 7]3 = 7]4. In these cases, the material 
is called degenerate, and solutions (25), (32), and (34) must be modified since the denominator 
OvD(7]rn ) = O. 
Generally there are M (1 <_ M _< 4) distinct poles 71r~ of order Nm, and the solution of (25) is 
given by 
hi  
GJK(X) = hn E c~N"- I  [AJK(7]m) log(z.~)] (40) 
6 
where 
It follows from (40) that 
and 
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9m(?]) = (Nm - 1)! (77 - r].~) -Nm D(r]). (41) 
M 
Uj(x) = 7 t ~  FK(Zm) , (42) 
M 
• i (x)  = 7 
Clearly, if all ~,~ are distinct simple poles, then M = 4, Nm = 1, and (40), (42) and (43) reduce 
to the solutions for nondegenerate materials given by (25), (32), and (34), respectively. 
When ?]1 ~ ~2 ~ ?]3 = ?]4, (42) yields 
(44) 
where, according to (41) and (24), 
2 
93(? ] )  = as  H (~ - ~m)(~ - ~m)(?]  -- ~3) 2" (45)  
m=l  
When ? ]1~?]2~-? ]3~?]4 ,  
u j Im__  {[~[A jK  (?]1)FK(zl)] + , 0~ [~[Agg (V2)Fg(z2)]} , (46) 
and 
D2 (?]) --2a8(?]-?]1)(?]-~1)(?]-~2) 3. (47) 
When ?]1 : ?]2 -~ ?]3 : ?]4, 
and 
U j= Im 3 AjK(?]I) ] -4-o  [ Fi (zl) , 
DI(?~)  _~ 6a8(7 ] - ~1) 4. 
It follows from (16), (20) and (24) that 
(48) 
(49) 
as = det [LIj]. (50) 
It is worth noting that the modifications tbr degenerate materials carried out in this section 
are of interest primarily for the sake of completeness. In practical numerical computations, 
considering all the cases of degenerate material can be cumbersome. Wang et al. !122-25! have 
shown that satisfactory results can be obtained by slightly changing the elastic constants Ci3pq 
such that all (m become distinct. 
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